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Dynamics of a pre-stalled windturbine blade using
control of circulation at the trailing-edge
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Abstract :

Windturbines evolves in the atmospheric boundary layer at a height where strong wind velocity fluctua-
tions in both amplitude and direction can be found. These fluctuations create undesirable mechanical
loads on the turbine that can lead to severe damages. We study the possibility of controlling these uns-
teady loads by mean of fluidic actuation on the trailing edge of a modified windturbine profile. The
dynamics of the system, i.e. lift gain and response time, is investigated using step responses of the chord-
wise pressure distribution.
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1 Introduction
Windturbines evolves in the atmospheric boundary layer at a height where strong wind velocity fluctua-
tions in both amplitude and direction can be found (Kaimal et al., 1972). These fluctuations modify the
actual forces acting on the blade and therefore create undesirable mechanical loads on the turbine that
can lead to severe damages to the turbine.
Closed-loop control of the blade lift might be considered to reduce or even alleviate these mechanical
loads. Closed loop lift control of airfoils has been of great interest especially for post-stall performance
recovery. Williams et al. (2009, 2010) used leading edge actuation to recover lift on a 3D airfoil after
separation of the boundary layer. Colonius andWilliams (2011) puts forward that the dynamics response
of lift shows some universal features, whatever the actuation or the type of profile of interest (Woo et al.,
2008; Williams et al., 2010). They measured a response time of about a ten of chord time t∗ = C/U∞,
where C is the chord and U∞ is the freestream velocity. The same order of magnitude is also observed
for detached flows over more canonical configurations (Darabi and Wygnanski, 2004a,b; Mathis et al.,
2009; Shaqarin et al., 2013). On top of that, it is generally observed that a pulsed fluidic actuation has
increased performances compared to a continuous fluidic actuation (Jones et al., 2002; Shaqarin et al.,
2013). Initial vorticity when the jet is blown might explain the extra suction obtained by pulsed jets.
Similar to the observation of initial lift gain of controlled stalled airfoils (Colonius and Williams, 2011).
It seems that the research effort in closed-loop lift control has mainly been focused on post-stall lift re-
covery.
Recently Troshin and Seifert (2013) performed closed-loop lift control on an airfoil with distributed
fluidic actuation on the suction side of an unstalled thick wing, aiming at the recovery of lift loss due
to surface degradation. They observed the lift to respond as a second order system with a typical res-
ponse time of 8.1 chord time (i.e. in the same order of magnitude of the stalled cases). They also showed
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Figure 1 – The originalNACA−654421 airfoil is in red dotted lines and the control profileNACA−
654421− CC, used in this study, is in solid black line.

that the system dynamics may vary with both the Reynolds number and the angle of attack (AOA). The
gain gets higher as the AoA increases and the response time gets faster as the AoA and/or the Reynolds
number increases. On the other hand, circulation control at the trailing is a widely used technique for
lift enhancement in pre-stall configurations. Since the early work of Englar (1972); Englar andWilliams
(1971); Englar (1975) circulation control using secondary injection and Coanda effect at the trailing
edge is known to produce an efficient way of modifying the lift of a wing profile. The lift gain produced
by Coanda jet circulation control is obtained through a displacement of the forward and aft stagnation
points, hence changing the circulation around the wing (Englar, 1975), but also through the very low
wall pressure that the Coanda turning can produce on the Coanda surface (Kadosch, 1958). Circulation
control has been investigated for a great variety of field from helicopter blades to propellers, showing the
great interest of the research community in such techniques (Kweder et al., 2010). Circulation control
has only recently been investigated in the field of windturbine aerodynamics (Dumitrache et al., 2012;
Shires and Kourkoulis, 2013; Baleriola et al., 2016; Leroy et al., 2016; Braud and Guilmineau, 2016).
Cagle and Jones (2002) and Jones et al. (2002) provided feasibility evidence of CC on wing profiles
similar to the one used on windturbines but only gave steady-state information on the system. Hence, to
the authors knowledge, few studies aimed at revealing the dynamics of circulation control systems.
The aim of this paper is to provide steady-state as well a dynamical information of a pre-stalled wind-
turbine blade profile whose trailing edge is modified to allow circulation control by means of spanwise
distributed discrete microjets. The control objective is to compensate atmospheric perturbations from
manipulation of the lift. The experimental apparatus is described in the section II. In section III and IV,
we provide respectively, the steady and dynamic responses of the system perturbed by a control action
step. Concluding remarks are given in section V.

2 Experimental set-up

2.1 Blade profile
The trailing edge of a NACA − 654421 airfoil profile has been rounded (radius of curvature 2%) and
the camber of the airfoil has been adjusted to compensate aerodynamic degradation due to the round
trailing edge. The profile is presented in figure 1.

The discrete microjets are distributed along the wing span from the stack of thin profiles (1 mm) and
thick blind profiles (20mm). The thin profiles possess a round hole connected to a small air circuit (of
1 mm width) open to the surface of the profile. This is illustrated in figure 2 (Left). The thick profile
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Figure 2 – Left : diagram of a thin (non-blind) profile. Right :photograph of the thick (blind) and thin
(non-blind) profiles.

possess the same round hole with no connection to the surface. Once stacked, the holes form a plenum
chamber in the span direction of the profile, which can be connected to pressurized air to generate dis-
crete squared fluidic microjets. The same principle was used to measure pressure around the chord, so
that the pressure is integrated along the span of the profile, very close to what can be obtain in a 2D
pressure field. One can see figure 2 (Right) for samples of thin (non-blind) and thick (blind) profiles.

2.2 Windtunnel
The measurements were conducted at the University of Orléans, in the Lucien Malavard closed return
wind tunnel of the PRISME laboratory. It has a section test of 5 m long with a cross- section of 2 m x
2 m. The turbulence level in this test section is below 0.4%. In the present study, the operating speed of
the wind tunnel was U∞ = 10m/s. The 2D blade was mounted between two vertical flat planes in order
to achieve a 2D flow configuration. At this free stream velocity the Reynolds number of the flow based
on the chord length is slightly above 2× 105.

2.3 Air delivery system
The compressed air circuit is composed of a pressure regulator, a plenum tank and the actuation is
monitored through the help of electric valves. The pressure regulator helps is used to control the actuation
intensity which is set prior to the experiment. The intermediate plenum tank ensures the stability of the
actuators stagnation pressure while the flow is rapidly set with the valves. An electro-pneumatic time
delay of opening was measured at 0.014 s very fast compared to the flow time scales, expected to be of
the order of the several chord convective time C/U∞ = 0.03 s (Colonius and Williams, 2011).
The momentum coefficient Cµ is used as a measure of the actuation strength. It is defined as :

Cµ =
QµjVµj

1/2ρ∞U
2
∞Sref

, (1)

where, Qµj is the injection mass flow rate, Vµj is the injected flow velocity and the subscript∞ refers
to the external flow conditions. It is straightforward to show that :

Cµ = 2 ·
PµjM

2
µj

P∞M
2
∞
· S

Sref
, (2)

where Pµj is the static pressure of the micro-jet at the exit section andMµj is the exit Mach number of
the micro-jet. As long as the injection stays subsonic— i.e. the ratio of stagnation to static pressure stays
below theM = 1 level : P0µj/Pext < 1.89 —, Pµj is equal to the external pressure at the location of the
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actuator. Hence, at constant incoming conditions and fixed actuator position, Pµj/P∞ only depends on
the AOA. Therefore, for subsonic injection and fixed geometry, Cµ depends on the ratio of micro-jet to
external Mach numbersMµj/M∞, which can only be changed by increasing the stagnation pressure of
the micro-jet. The relationship between Cµ and the stagnation pressure of the micro-jets is theoretically
non-linear, but in the limited range ofMµj that could be set in the present experiment Cµ can be well
approximated by an linear function.
Note that we used the compressible form of theCµ because the micro-jet Mach number can easily exceed
Mµj = 0.3 Jones et al. (2002) (the respective stagnation to static pressure ratio is 1.064). Furthermore,
since Mµj is directly obtained from P0µj/Pµj = (1 + γ−1

2 M2
µj)

−γ
γ−1 , there is no need to know the

temperature of the micro-jet flow, which makes this formulation easier to use.
The experimental set-up allowed to vary the Cµ in the [0− 0.14] range.

2.4 Measurement apparatus
2.4.1 Balance

First, the profile was placed on a 6-axis balance system to measure the time averaged lift and drag. The
balance was carefully calibrated so that lift and drag uncertainties were estimated to be less than 2% in
the free stream velocity range used in this study.

2.4.2 Wall pressure sensing

The pressure taps were connected to twoChell MicroDAQ pressure scanners to synchronously obtain the
pressure field around the profile. The scanners were externally triggered at 500Hz, themaximumpossible
sampling frequencywith this configuration. At each rising edge of the trigger signal, the pressure scanner
performed an acquisition of all the channels and sent the digital values over the network to a dedicated
computer. The number of received samples were compared to the number of rising edges to validate the
acquisition.

2.4.3 Synchronization

Given the numerous different measurements that had to be performed synchronously, a dedicated trig-
gering device was designed. The pressure sampling and the actuation systems were generated using the
internal timers and pulse width modulation capabilities of an Atmel atmega2560 microcontroler. In the
meantime, the trigger and pressure signals were recorded on an independent ADC system to a posteriori
be able to perform all the desired time dependent analysis.

3 Steady response

3.1 Aerodynamic performances
In figure 3 we present a comparison of the lift curves for different actuation intensities (i.e Cµ). The un-
manipulated lift curve shows the expected trends for this kind of profiles : a linear lift relation with the
AOA for α < 9, followed by a saturation for higher AOA corresponding to the boundary layer separation
from the upper surface of the blade. From this figure, we can see that the actuation has numerous effects
on the lift curves. First of all, as expected from previous circulation control attempt, the lift is increased
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Figure 3 – Comparison of actuated versus non-actuated lift curves for the current wing U∞ = 10m/s
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Figure 4 – Comparison of actuated versus non-actuated drag curves for the current blade profile (left).
Drag compensated using control jet thrusts (right)

for all angle of attack (Seifert et al., 1993; Jones et al., 2002). With control, the lift curve is displaced
towards the higher lift values. This is an important characteristic if one aims at compensating the lift
changes due to external wind gusts for example. It is also clear from the CL curve that the actuation
plays a significant role in delaying the stalled regime of the airfoil.

In figure 4 (left) we present a comparison of the CD curves for different Cµ. At a first glance, one could
think that the control decreases the drag of the profiles. However, this is a simple micro-jet thrust effect.
Indeed, each individual micro-jet acts as a small nozzle that creates thrust in the opposite direction of
drag that can be measured with zero free stream velocity. By removing this thrust effect on the drag
measurements, drag curves overlap for all controlled cases, pointing that there is no tremendous effect
of the actuation on the profile drag (see figure 4 right).

3.2 Steady state gains
We plot in figure 5 the lift coefficient gain against Cµ for various AOA in the attached regime and thus
the input/output steady state gains for different states of the system. It is clear that the control gives a
linear change in lift for all presented AOA. As stated earlier, the relationship between the micro-jet stag-
nation pressure and Cµ can be well approximated by a linear relation. Since the relation between Cµ
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Figure 5 – Lift coefficient as function of injection coefficient for α = 0 (left), α = 5 (center), α = 8
(right).

and the micro-jet generating pressure is almost linear (see dedicated previous section), it means that the
lift increment due to the actuation is directly proportional to the pressure set in the micro-jet stagnation
chamber. This is an interesting consideration for a future feedback control strategy because pressure is
a quantity easily measured.
We present on the same figures linear regressions of the measured lift increments. It can be seen that
the regression easily captures the trends. The observable scatter is a simple cause of the lift measure-
ment uncertainty at this flow velocity. We see, from the linear regression slope coefficient indicated in
the figure legends, that the actuation efficiency is greater for higher angle of attack. Therefore, the in-
put/output relationship of the system (i.e. pre-stall blade profile lift) is linear with a steady state gain,
but with a proportionality coefficient that varies with the state of the flow through, at least, modification
of the AOA.

4 Dynamic response
In this section we study both the wall pressure step response and the subsequent lift response at the zero
degree of AOA.

4.1 Chordwise pressure
Figures 6 show pressure responses to a step in actuation, measured at different locations along the chord,
on the wing upper side. These step responses where obtained by averaging 300 different uncorrelated
realizations. The measured pressure show a different dynamic response depending on its location on
the chord. Fastest responses (i.e. lowest response time) and highest gains are observed near the trailing
edge of the wing, close to the location of the actuator. Interestingly, all responses exhibit a very simple
first order dynamics. These step responses are thus identified as first order ones with variable gains and
response times depending on the location around the chord. In order to have an overview of the multiple
outputs of the system, we fitted the following first order response type for each pressure tap :

P (t)− Pi = Ku(t)(1− e−
t
τ ), (3)

where P is the pressure, t the time,K the steady state gain, τ the time constant of the system (i.e. time
to reach 63% of the steady state), Pi the initial value of the pressure over the upper surface of the blade
and u(t) is the control input that is equal to unity when actuation is ON. Typical fitted results are plotted
over the measured data points in figure 6. Note that a small constant time delay of ∆t∗ = 0.46, expres-
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Figure 6 – Pressure step response to actuation at several chord positions on the upper side of the wing
(Cµ = 0.139).

sed in convective time units, corresponding to the electronic and valve opening delay, has been removed
from all the pressure responses. We plot in figure 7 (Left) the different dimensionless steady state gains
found chordwise for different control inputs (i.e. Cµ). Results show that a significant peak of the gain is
present near the location of the actuation but limited to its very close neighborhood. In another hand, a
non negligible gain is present all chordwise. It is found that the respective contributions of both areas
(i.e. nearby the actuation and around the chord) to the integrated gain (lift coefficient) are of the same
order of magnitude. Therefore, these results show that the actuation used in this study, although very
local, modifies the overall pressure field around the wing, similarly as can be found in other circulation
control configurations.
Figure 7 (Right) show the dimensionless time constants τ found around the chord of the profile for
different control inputs. The response time needed to reach 63% of the steady state range from 0.5 to
3.5 convective times. To reach 99% of the steady state, the chordwise response times range from 1.5 to
10.5 convective times. In the literature, for stalled wing (Colonius and Williams, 2011; Williams et al.,
2009) and detached flow (Mathis et al., 2009; Shaqarin et al., 2013) configurations, only one value of the
response time is given and measured either through one output global (lift) or local quantity (pressure,
friction probe), corresponding to the largest response time found in the present study, τU/C = 10.
The present study shows a clear evidence that the response of the system gets slower as the distance from
the actuation increases. This indicates that the chordwise pressure distribution at a time shorter than the
largest time constant to reach the steady state (i.e. transient lift), is associated with the creation of pitch
torque.
Also, contrary to what is reported by many authors (Darabi and Wygnanski, 2004a,b; Mathis et al.,
2009), we didn’t find significant differences between dynamic responses to an actuation step ON (open
symbols of figure 7) and an actuation step OFF (closed symbols of figure 7). The main difference bet-
ween studies is the initial state of the flow before control. In the present study the flow is attached all the
time while in the other studies the flow is either initially separated (Darabi and Wygnanski, 2004a,b), or
the final targeted state is the flow separation (Mathis et al., 2009). This suggests that theses differences
have to be attributed to the dynamic of the separated flow itself.
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Figure 7 – Left : chordwise evolution of the gains K for varying actuation intensities, the vertical
axis was chose to cut-off the very high gains obtained in the neighborhood of the actuator, open and
closed symbols are for opening and closing actuation respectively. Right : chordwise evolution of the
time responses τ for varying actuation intensity.

4.2 Lift coefficient
From the former phase locked pressure step responses, it is possible to build the corresponding lift step
responses by simply integrating the pressure field on the wing surface :

CL(t) =
1

Sref

∫
S
Cp(x, t)dx (4)

where Cp(x, t) = P (x,t)−P∞
0.5ρU∞

the pressure coefficient with x the projection of the chord coordinates on
the streamwise direction.
The obtained lift step response is plotted in figure 8 for the three different momentum coefficients inves-
tigated here. If the lift gain is normalized by the steady state gain, all the lift responses collapse onto a
single curve corresponding to a typical step response from a first order system. A least-square approxi-
mation ofCL(t) is obtained by fitting a 1−et/τ function with the experimental data. The result is plotted
against experimental measurement points in figure 8. The response time to reach 63% of the steady state
is found very close to one convective time τ = C

U which means that the time to reach 99% of the steady
state is 3 convective times.
This time response is more than 3 times faster than what has been previously observed in stalled confi-
gurations who reported a system response time of about 10 convective times Colonius and Williams
(2011) and Williams et al. (2009).
This response time scale has to be compared with the times scales of perturbations that can be found
in the atmospheric boundary layer. Typical spectrum of atmospheric boundary layer velocity fluctua-
tions are given in figure 9, based on the formula given by Kaimal et al. (1972). This spectrum is plotted
against a reduced frequency representative of the characteristic scales of an existing wind turbine blade
with chord length of 1m and velocity of 60m/s. As can be seen, most of the velocity perturbations are
low frequency with respect to the blade time scales : the peak frequency of all the perturbations are
found below St < 0.1 for all the 3 velocity components. Since the open-loop control system has a cha-
racteristic frequency of St = 1, it is clear that the proposed system is rapid enough to account for those
scales. This is illustrated in figure 9, where the shaded area corresponds to frequencies above the cut-off
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5 Conclusions
An experiment was designed to evaluate the lift dynamics of a pre-stalled wind-turbine blade using
control of circulation at its trailing-edge. The chosen blade profile is a modified NACA − 654421.
The control is performed by means of a spanwise line of squared fluidic micro-jets located just before
the rounded trailing-edge. The control of aerodynamic performances were validated through lift and
drag measurements. Steady results shows that the proposed control is able to linearly increase lift of the
profile, with an increasing efficiencywith angle of attack. Then, chordwise investigations of the dynamics
was performed through unsteady pressure measurements and analysis of responses to steps in actuation.
All identified dynamics were found to be of the first order kind with time responses and a steady state
gains that depend on the distance to the actuation. This chordwise arrangement of response times create
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a transient pitch torque during the control action that should be accounted for if this system is to be
integrated. Finally, the dynamics of the lift coefficient was investigated through integration of pressure
measurements. The universal first order response of the system for stalled or separated configurations
in the literature is here extended to pre-stalled configurations, but with a response time approximately
3 times faster. This indicates that the dynamics associated to a flow separation or reattachement differs
greatly than the lift dynamics of a pre-stalled wing.
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